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Purpose: This paper sought to describe how clinicians from different backgrounds interact to deliver integrated behavioral and primary health care, and the contextual factors that shape such interactions.

Methods: This was a comparative case study in which a multidisciplinary team used an immersion-crystallization approach to analyze data from observations of practice operations, interviews with practice members, and implementation diaries. The observed practices were drawn from 2 studies: Advancing Care Together, a demonstration project of 11 practices located in Colorado; and the Integration Workforce Study, consisting of 8 practices located across the United States.

Results: Primary care and behavioral health clinicians used 3 interpersonal strategies to work together in integrated settings: consulting, coordinating, and collaborating (3Cs). Consulting occurred when clinicians sought advice, validated care plans, or corroborated perceptions of a patient’s needs with another professional. Coordinating involved 2 professionals working in a parallel or in a back-and-forth fashion to achieve a common patient care goal, while delivering care separately. Collaborating involved 2 or more professionals interacting in real time to discuss a patient’s presenting symptoms, describe their views on treatment, and jointly develop a care plan. Collaborative behavior emerged when a patient’s care or situation was complex or novel. We identified contextual factors shaping use of the 3Cs, including: time to plan patient care, staffing, employing brief therapeutic approaches, proximity of clinical team members, and electronic health record documenting behavior.

Conclusion: Primary care and behavioral health clinicians, through their interactions, consult, coordinate, and collaborate with each other to solve patients’ problems. Organizations can create integrated care environments that support these collaborations and health professions training programs should equip clinicians to execute all 3Cs routinely in practice. (J Am Board Fam Med 2015;28:S21–S31.)
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Compelling research evidence, health care reform initiatives, and clinician and patient needs are driving the integration of primary care and behavioral health services. Emotional, behavioral, and physical comorbidities are common and compound the risk for undesirable patient health outcomes.1–11 Regardless of implementation site, integration requires professionals of different backgrounds interacting to provide care, yet little research has focused on understanding the ways clinicians work...
together on an interpersonal level to deliver integrated care. Given that patients suffer and health care costs increase when professionals are unable to interact to meet patients’ physical, emotional, and behavioral health needs, there is an urgency to understand how primary care and behavioral health clinicians work together.12,13

We used the Institute of Medicine’s definition of primary care, which defines primary care as “the provision of integrated, accessible health care services by clinicians who are accountable for addressing a large majority of personal health care needs, developing a sustained partnership with patients, and practicing in the context of family and community.”14 A primary care clinician (PCP) refers to a person who delivers that care. Behavioral health refers to care that addresses emotional, behavioral, and substance use problems. Behavioral health clinicians (BHCs) include psychologists, psychiatrists, licensed clinical social workers, and master’s trained therapists.

Research on the phenomenon of interprofessional practice examines barriers and facilitators of how professionals work together.15–41 This research has discovered certain critical ingredients that foster successful interprofessional practice such as willingness to communicate with other professionals, a willingness to bend traditions to solve problems, and shared goals, vision, and philosophy.16–18,35–41 Much of the research on interprofessional collaboration relies on conceptual and self-report data (eg, interviews, surveys). Studying interprofessional interaction “in the wild” provides “higher quality, context-specific guidance to complement theoretical models”40 than self-report data. It also conveys a more nuanced understanding of the ways actual professionals interact in real-world practices, informing efforts to build effective integrated teams, and enhancing education and training.

This research was not tethered to any specific taxonomy or framework, but focused on actual observed interpersonal behaviors of individuals in diverse practices striving to integrate primary care and behavioral health. Our aim was to 1) identify how people work together during routine practice to meet patients’ needs, 2) describe these interactions, and 3) determine which contextual factors shape these professional interactions.

**Methods**

**Sample**

Nineteen U.S.-based primary care practices and community mental health centers participated in this study. Eleven practices located in Colorado and participating in the Advancing Care Together program and 8 practices located across the United States and participating in the Integration Workforce Study to identify workforce needs for integrated care participated in this study. For more details on the sample for this study see Cohen et al,32 in this issue.

**Data Collection**

Data collection occurred between September 2011 and September 2014, and is described in detail elsewhere.43,44 Briefly, we conducted site visits at each practice, where we intensely observed a broad spectrum of clinical operations, both in and out of the examination room, and conducted 1-on-1, semistructured interviews with 2 to 17 practice members at each site. We spent more than 45 days in the field observing 160 patient visits: 98 with PCPs, 45 with BHCs, and 16 with patients who visited with both types of clinicians on the same day of service. We conducted 90 interviews, providing approximately 54 hours of interview data and we prepared more than 1070 pages of field notes to document site-visit observations.

**Data Management**

We prepared field notes from jottings after each day in the field. Interviews were audio recorded and professionally transcribed, and transcripts were reviewed for accuracy and completeness. All data were deidentified and entered into Atlas.ti (Version 7.0, Atlas.ti Scientific Software Development
The Institutional Review Boards at Oregon Health & Science University and University of Colorado Denver approved this study protocol.

**Analysis**

We used a grounded theory approach to analyze data, following a 3-stage analysis process informed by the work of Miller and Crabtree and the immersion-crystallization approach described by Borkan. Grounded theory is an approach to analysis whereby researchers allow findings to emerge from data analysis rather than impose a priori theories or categories during the data-analysis process. Immersion-crystallization is a process whereby researchers saturate themselves (immersion) in data to identify (crystallize) findings. In the first immersion cycle, our multidisciplinary team read field notes and listened to interviews together to identify and tag segments of text relevant to BHCs and PCPs working together. Once we established a stable method for tagging text, we divided the remaining data meeting regularly to review data and discuss findings. We then engaged in a second immersion-crystallization cycle, analyzing tagged data as a group to identify and empirically define the ways professionals interacted to deliver integrated care. After consulting, coordinating, and collaborating, behaviors were defined and we examined instances when these interpersonal interactions occurred, and where they were absent, comparing these instances to identify contextual factors that shaped these interactions. In our third immersion-crystallization cycle, we reviewed preliminary findings with a larger team of experts to refine findings and make connections with the literature.

**Results**

The 19 practices varied in practice type, size and ownership, location, years in practice, and years integrating behavioral health and primary care. All practices had colocated behavioral health and primary care, although referral out for specialty services was common. Six organizations engaged in partnerships with another organization to bring BHCs and PCPs together; others hired the needed professionals. Practices also varied in proximity and shared space of behavioral health and primary care, and on the strategies used to identify patient need to deliver integrated patient care.

From this widely varied group of practices, we observed 3 modes of interaction between PCPs and BHCs: consulting, coordinating, and collaborating (3Cs). Below, we provide empirical examples to distinguish between these modes, describe each type of interaction, and identify contextual factors that shape this interaction.

**Consulting**

Consulting is defined as a care team member with specific professional expertise or experience seeking advice or input from another clinician with different professional expertise or experience in the context of providing patient care. Consulting typically began with 1 person contacting another, either virtually or in person. The advice-seeker offered a brief description of relevant aspects of the patient’s case (eg, age, health conditions/illnesses, history of illness, medications) followed by a question. The consulted clinician may seek additional information before answering:

The PCP comes out of a patient room and asks the female obstetrician if there are any antiemetics that this patient can take--she’s on a number of psychiatric medications and is having uncontrollable nausea. The obstetrician is not sure; she wonders if the psychiatrist is available for a quick consult. The doctor says she’ll try to get the psychiatrist on the phone. The psychiatrist does not answer, so the doctor leaves a message, with a quick summary of the problem--she needs to know about an antiemetic to use in a woman on antipsychotics who cannot keep her medications down because of nausea. The doctor asks for a return call. About 5 minutes after the initial call, the psychiatrist calls back regarding the patient question. They review the medication choices and decide to go with Phenergan (promethazine), because metoclopramide might have a negative interaction with 1 of the antipsychotics (Field Notes, Practice 2).

**Coordinating**

Coordinating involves 2 or more clinicians working in a parallel in a back-and-forth fashion to care for the same patient, delivering care to the patient in a
manner that has the same goal, yet is accomplished independent of the other clinician. Anyone on the care team could trigger the need for a PCP or BHC, and various strategies were employed (eg, phone, walkie-talkie, pager, walking) to find the needed person. In addition, coordinating primary and behavioral health care during the same day of service required careful management of time and flow of patients and clinicians. The example below demonstrates how coordinating occurred:

PCP1 comes over to the Medical Assistant (MA) station and asks the BHC to join a patient visit. The BHC agrees. The PCP motions toward the examination room. As they start to walk toward the examination room, PCP2 comes over to speak with the BHC. PCP2 explains to the BHC that she has a patient she saw a long time ago, and now the patient has returned to see her. The patient has a history of depression. PCP2 has tried the patient on multiple medications. The patient is not suicidal. PCP2 says the real issue seems to be anxiety. Could you introduce yourself, give her some information about self-care and relaxation? The BHC agrees. She tells the doctor she will see the patient after this visit (she is going to see a different patient with PCP1). She asks what examination room the patient is in, and PCP2 tells her the patient is in room 14. PCP2 leaves, and the BHC and PCP1 resume walking to the examination room and see the patient together... Afterward, the BHC finds the other patient she needs to see in examination room 14 (Field Notes, Practice 4).

Several key steps in coordinating primary and behavioral health care for patients were highlighted in this example, including: 1) locating the needed clinician, 2) rapidly briefing the clinician about a patient’s needs or by having the coordinating clinician determine the patient need, 3) negotiating a time to meet with the patient, 4) meeting with the patient and identifying a treatment plan (not shown above), and 5) rapidly debriefing after the clinician met with the patient to share what was learned and to discuss the next steps (not mentioned above).

We observed coordinating happening on the same day via a warm handoff between professionals in the same office, as well as through telemedicine exchanges.

Briefing and debriefing, when clinicians inform each other of the steps to be taken to help the patient, were important steps in coordinating, which may happen through any combination of verbal exchange, documentation in medical record notes, or a secure messaging system. In the case above, the PCP briefed the BHC by offering her assessment (ie, depressed patient, not suicidal, not responding to medication because her main problem is anxiety). The PCP also suggested treatments the BHC might offer the patient (ie, educational material, help with relaxation). Debriefing occurred after professionals met with the patient to discuss next steps, and involved BHGs rapidly offering an assessment, reporting information relevant to treatment decisions, and offering a treatment plan. Debriefing informed the next steps, including the actions of others on the care team.

**Collaborating**

Collaborating involves BHGs and PCPs working to jointly make sense of patients’ needs and, together, identifying a treatment plan to best address those needs. Sometimes the PCP and BHC accomplished this by talking together with the patient to discover those needs. Making sense of the case together, what Bloch refers to as the “dual optic,” distinguishes collaborating from coordinating. We observed clinicians collaborating when caring for patients with complex needs. In the case below, the patient had multiple concerns: trouble sleeping, crying for no reason, and drinking alcohol to sleep. The PCP and patient agreed to bring in the BHC:

The PCP finds the BHC and says she needs help. She describes the patient—trouble sleeping, depression... but he’s also drinking alcohol and has a history of drug use. His main complaint is that the sleep medications are not working. There’s also an alcohol smell, and he’s crying. The doctor leaves. The BHC reviews the chart notes. We go in the examination room and the BHC greets the patient and says that the doctor asked me to help a bit… The BHC says that it sounds like he’s suffering a lot.
The man starts to cry. The man eventually says that the medications are not working and that he has to drink to knock himself out. He’s not getting any sleep and it is horrible. The BHC asks a series of social and diagnostic questions … The BHC says that she wants to put her head together with the doctor to see what they can do to help the patient. ‘Do you think you’d be willing to come in and talk with a BHC since it has helped in the past?’ The patient says, yes, get me back together. The BHC finds the doctor. The BHC points out that much of the patient’s motivation is focused on sleeping better. When the patient comes back she might start to work with him on his sobriety. They talk about medications the patient is on and how there are 2 prescriptions for antidepressants. Together, they identify a plan that includes the doctor prescribing a new sleeping medication that also has mood stabilizing characteristics. Later, she tells me the patient was positive when she went back in and seemed thankful (Field Notes, Practice 2, Emphasis added).

Together, the PCP and BHC made sense of this patient’s situation and arrived at a treatment plan to address the patient’s problem with sleep and mood. The next example shows that collaboration can also manifest between 2 BHCs:

BHC1 asks how’s he doing, referring to a patient BHC2 just saw. BHC2 says he’s OK. He does not want to talk much about what is happening. They discuss if having 1 of their physician’s assistants leave was a trigger for this patient’s relapse—it happened around the same time and the patient’s wife thinks it was. BHC1 asks if the patient is interested in day treatment? BHC2 says, yes, I just called. BHC2 asks how long are they in day treatment? BHC1 says 2 to 3 months, and says he’ll need something after, too. They discuss how this patient does well in day treatment and then struggles when it ends—not having the order is hard on him. BHC2 comments that they are going to try to start early in working on that transition so the patient has some structure early and does not decompensate … and quickly go back to using and it is a quick spiral after that: using, dealing, reckless disregard for life/hopelessness. They look through the patient’s note and realize that after his incarceration he was eligible for residential treatment. They wonder if this is still possible. They will run this by the patient as an option (Field Notes, Practice 5).

We most often observed collaboration occurring in situations in which patient care decision making was complex.

**Contextual Factors Shaping the 3Cs**

Factors affecting clinician-to-clinician interactions (ie, 3Cs) while providing integrated care include availability of structured and unstructured meetings to plan patient care (eg, preclinic huddles, complex care meetings), staffing patterns and employing brief approaches to therapy, location of clinicians in close proximity to each other, and electronic health record (EHR) documenting practices. These contextual factors are described in more detail in Table 1 and below.

**Time to Plan Patient Care**

Consulting, coordinating, and collaborating happened during structured meetings as well as during the more fluid flow of clinical care. The preclinic huddle, when clinicians and the larger care team gather before the first patient visit to review the schedule and to anticipate and plan for patients’ needs, is 1 example of a structured, routinized way to foster the 3Cs. Complex care meetings, formal meetings to identify how best to address the needs of the practice’s most complex patients, are another. The example below describes how a patient’s care was managed during a planned huddle. The PCP was supporting a nurse practitioner (NP) in the field who was scheduled to see a patient with a wound (and also diagnosed with borderline personality disorder). Before this excerpt, they discussed the wound culture and which antibiotics to prescribe:
The doctor explains this patient has borderline personality disorder. This means the patient will push people away, saying no you do not like me, and at the same time act like they better like him and take care of him. She says you should start every sentence with: “It must be very hard to . . .” Then she says to the NP: you know what medically needs to be managed, but you need to manage his emotions. It is hard. Borderlines push everyone’s buttons. The doctor says the struggle will be getting this patient to the wound center. He just needs to know you still care for him. The pharmacist offers to take a look at the order. She asks the NP to route it to her. She reviews and discusses it with the NP (Field Notes, Practice 5).

The doctor helped shape how the NP viewed the patient (collaborating), acknowledging her emotional reactions to the patient and offering strategies for working with this patient (consulting). In addition, the pharmacist offered to review the patient’s medication order (consulting) to make sure everything was correct.

During active patient care times, the ability to access other clinicians on the care team and having brief unstructured meetings facilitated consulting, coordinating, or collaborating. In the example below, the PCP found the BHC and interrupted her work to engage her help:

The doctor knocks on the BHC’s door and says he needs her help. He has a
patient in for acupuncture with bruises on her legs. She says her boyfriend pushed her down. He asked if she feels safe at home and she said no ... The doctor says she’s in a room on the third floor and asks if the BHC has time to see her. The BHC is looking at her schedule and says I will put her in at 2:00 PM. The doctor says I do not think she'll come; she says she has a hard time talking about it. The BHC says, I bet. I will come up to see her. The doctor says thank you so much. The BHC says, give me a few minutes. (Field Notes, Practice 1).

Two factors made this coordination possible. First, care team members knew where and how to find each other, as shown in the case above, and had reliable ways to reach a clinician (eg, instant messaging, pager, phone, walkie talkie, physically walking to where she or he is) when they were not in sight. Second, access was enhanced with rules that allow professionals to interrupt each other.

**Staffing and Brief-Targeted Therapy**

Staffing appropriately to meet patients’ needs, flexibility with schedules to accommodate warm hand-offs, having a path for managing patients with longer-term behavioral health needs, and BHCs doing brief, problem-focused therapy (rather than traditional therapy), as well as colocated facilitated 3Cs behaviors. In the example below, the BHC conducted 50-minute counseling sessions and was not located in the clinic where this patient was seen. PCPs gave patients an paper-based referral to see the BHC, and patients scheduled appointments at the front desk. These issues combined to make it difficult for PCPs to engage BHCs in real time, and consulting, coordinating, and collaborating behaviors were limited and only happened when crises arose. For more on staffing and scheduling see Davis et al, this issue.48

Patient has anxiety ... highly motivated, engaged, in college, lost funding ... I ask the doctor how the appointment ended and he says he put on the patient’s blue sheet that he should make an appointment with a counselor and psychiatric nurse practitioner. He’s going to have some blood work done and then schedule an appointment to see the counselor next week. The patient was very open to talking to a counselor, and unfortunately he left the clinic today without seeing the BHC. (Field Notes Practice 7)

**Sharing Information and Space: Creating Closeness**

Close physical proximity of clinicians was a factor that fostered consulting, coordinating, and collaborating, just as working at a distance (eg, on separate floors, in distant pods) inhibited these behaviors. Although documentation provided important information about prior patient assessments and treatments, the ability to communicate synchronously was critical to initiating the coordinating process, and this communication was fostered by close proximity of professionals. For more on this, see Gunn et al,47 in this issue.

**Discussion**

This article used direct observations from 19 practices striving for comprehensive primary care to discover how the integration of behavioral health care and primary care can be accomplished in diverse, real-world practices, in ways tailored to patient need and to practice/clinician situations. Our study builds on a continuing scientific effort to illuminate the details of how professionals work together in primary care by conducting basic observational research focused on integrating care.50

The observed patterns resolved into 3 distinct types: consulting, coordinating, and collaborating—the 3Cs of working together. These 3 modes do not rank in terms of desirability, appropriateness, or quality—under certain circumstances any 1 of them may be the “best” mode of working together.

The professionals we observed were all working in colocated environments, and interaction among professionals was made possible when partners had established modes of communication with 1 another (eg, mail, pager, email, telephone, video conferencing, or in person).51–56 With even the most basic means of communication, certain forms of consultation were possible. Coordination and collaboration emerged when access to one another was expanded to include close physical proximity,47 access via compatible schedules and workflows, explicit rules regarding interruptions and timing,48
and when there were structures supporting communication and information sharing (ie, shared EHR, team huddles, complex case meetings). This finding may help organization leaders design and balance 1) space and infrastructure, 2) workflows and protocols, and 3) the process by which professionals are introduced to each other and trained together in collaborative practice.

Frameworks for clinician interaction with names sounding similar to the 3Cs appear in the literature, such as shown in Table 2. Our work complements these conceptual models or definitions by offering a distillation of observations of real clinicians seeing patients, and by identifying what goes on between people in practice when working on specific clinical cases. Our observations were at the interpersonal level of professionals interacting in real-world practices, along with the features of organizational design that affected those interactions. Similar concepts are highlighted in other models, but with direct practice observations, it may be possible to more effectively understand how and under which circumstances professionals will work together.

Historically problematic, consultation and coordination have been default modes of interaction—the goal of institutional or organizational arrangements—but support only minimal communication between professionals beyond mere referral. Field observations clarify consulting and coordinating behaviors while clearly showing that the closer, more interdependent collaboration behaviors are not merely an incremental augmentation on consultation and coordination (ie, the BHC and PCP can still work from within their original or “native” perspectives, tools, language, know-how, and culture as they work on a task in front of them). In our observations, collaborating involved establishing a shared understanding regarding illness, health, care, and teamwork across disciplines, rather than separate clinicians doing separate things, even if consultative and coordinated.

Elements of “good clinicianship” are comparable to the elements of “good musicianship” that unite “players” in common sensibilities beyond their “chosen instrument” by their shared appreciation of music and how to harmonize together. The challenge is to organize a teachable common culture of good clinicianship for PCPs and BHCs working together to deliver comprehensive, whole-person care. This implies good working relationships among clinicians, not just a set of techniques applied without connection to each other. It requires mutual trust and a willingness of PCPs and BHCs to share care, and to share the connection to patients, which is also so important to patients and to the providers who seek and are sustained by these relationships.

Although this observational study provides detailed insight into the ways BHCs and PCPs interact to deliver integrated care, this study is not without limitations. We were able to identify with confidence 3 ways BHCs and PCPs interact; however, we are unable to link these interpersonal behaviors to practice performance, patient experience, or costs. Findings from this study can inform future research to study such associations and outcomes. In addition, evidence suggests that experi-

### Table 2. Organization and Operating Level Models and Frameworks Addressing Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated, colocated, integrated&lt;sup&gt;61–63&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A typology for design of integrated behavioral health in clinics featuring organizational arrangements along with some corresponding descriptions for how clinicians would interact in these arrangements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five levels of collaboration&lt;sup&gt;64&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A typology of escalating levels combining levels of organizational integration with levels of clinical integration and patterns of clinician interaction characterizing each level, or that are hallmarks of those levels (minimal collaboration, basic collaboration at a distance, basic collaboration on site, close collaboration in a partly integrated system, close collaboration in a fully integrated system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard framework for integrated healthcare&lt;sup&gt;65&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Can be considered an elaboration and extension of the “five levels of collaboration” with more contextual information drawn in that in effect create alternative operating models for behavioral health integration, from less to more integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon for integration of behavioral health and primary Care&lt;sup&gt;66&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A national consensus functional definition of behavioral health integration: what functions are required, not an operating model or set of levels featuring both “types” and “levels” of practice spatial arrangements and collaborative relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative care model&lt;sup&gt;67,68&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>An approach for organizing integrated care that involves an arrangement between a care manager and psychiatrist working in tandem with a primary care team.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
enced partners improve their clinical skills by learning from each other; not only do they anticipate what their colleague would likely recommend or do, but they sometimes acquire the confidence and skill to do it themselves, or to do it with a less-intensive mode of working together.\(^59\,60\) This suggests that whether partners are consulting, coordinating, or collaborating with each other may have a developmental component. However, additional research is needed to explore this relationship given that it was outside the scope of this study.

**Conclusion**

PCPs and BHCs consult, coordinate, and collaborate with each other as they work together to deliver integrated care. These 3 modes of working together are not a hierarchy of sophistication or desirability. Each is critically important in particular circumstances. Organizations can create integrated care environments that support the 3Cs, and health professionals’ training programs should equip clinicians to execute all 3 routinely in practice. Ideally, this would happen in internships and residencies where professionals of different background can be trained together, and then be supported in their subsequent work in practice environments that reinforce working as a health care team.
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